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With the term of Gert-Mar n Greuel as Editor-in Chief end-
ing at the end of 2015, the editorial ins tu ons of zbMATH
– the EuropeanMathema cal Society, FIZ Karlsruhe, and the
Heidelberg Academy – have named Prof. Klaus Hulek, of the
Leibniz University of Hanover, as the new Editor-in-Chief of
zbMATH. He will take over his responsibili es in April 2016.

The four years of Gert-Mar n Greuel's service as Editor-in-
Chief have beenmarked by a large number developments, of
which several have been addressed regularly in this newslet-
ter. We would like to use this occasion to thank Gert-Mar n
once more for his dis nguished efforts during his term.

A
Since the last newsle er, several new features have been
introduced to the zbMATH author profiles. First of all, we
would like to point out that we highly appreciate the feed-
back we have received via the author disambigua on inter-
face (available at h ps://zbmath.org/author-profile/, or via
the Edit-Bu on at the profiles) to approve or correct docu-
ment assignments.

Improved algorithms, feedback, and manual cura on has
helped us to reduce the number of ambiguous authorship
assignments to about 4% (including the challenging tasks
of correctly assigning historical 19th century papers, Chi-
nese, or Russian publica ons). Further enhancements are
expected to be reached via a recently started project with
the Leibniz Center for Informa cs (Dagstuhl) and the Hei-
delberg Ins tute for Theore cal Studies (HITS).

On the other hand,with nowmore than 16million reference
data in zbMATH (whichmeans that references are nowavail-
able for about one third of the recent publica ons, a share
that will s ll significantly increase), we felt that there is a
sufficient basis to enlarge the author profiles by a cita on
profile in 2015. The main emphasis here is not on the mere
number of cita ons, but on an analysis revealing ci ng au-
thors, ci ng journals, ci ng MSC subjects and the distribu-
on at the meline.

Furthermore, a variety of external iden fiers can now be in-
tegrated into the profiles. Currently, already many links to,

e.g., the Math Genealogy Project, ORCID, Wikipedia, Math-
Net.ru, or homepages have been integrated. Please note
that this addi onal informa on can also be added andmain-
tained via the men oned author disambigua on interface.
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It is o en the case that users want to find all possible ar-
cles related to a certain formula. Some mes the tle or

the keywords are not enough to obtain all the items con-
cerning one subject. A current and recent feature in zb-
MATH is the LaTeX-based formula search, which employs a
search engine forMATHML formulae origina ng froma joint
project with the Jacobs University Bremen. Aside from the
formula facet, there is now another op on in the structured
search which allows a free combina on of formula search
with other query types. Formula queries can also be refined
by the other filters. Please feel free to check our examples,
especially to learn how variables can be used to eliminate
ambigui es.

For document lists, results can now be displayed in various
formats, like HTML, BibTeX, PDF, or XML, which can be cho-
sen as an op on in the "display marked items" feature. Fur-
thermore, in addi on to full text links at publishers or digital
mathema cal libraries like EuDML, we have also added links
to arXiv preprint versions which are currently available for
more than 120,000 publica ons in the database.
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More detailed informa on on these ongoing developments
can also be obtained via our column in the quarterly appear-
ing Newsle er of the EuropeanMathema cal Society, avail-
able at

http://www.ems-ph.org/journals/all_issues.php?issn=
1027-488X

Recent contribu ons feature the developments in the au-
thor and cita on profiles, the connec on of zbMATH with
digital libraries, and a tribute to the zbMATH reviewer com-
munity.
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Even though today the access to the full text of an ar cle
is easier than it was in former mes, the reviews remain an
essen al service of zbMATH for the mathema cal commu-

nity, especially if they provide addi onal informa on, pos-
sibly cri cal, going beyond the abstract of a paper. We are
very grateful to our reviewers for their responsible work.

Handling about 120,000 documents annually we are always
looking for sugges ons for new reviewers. Therefore we
would be grateful if you could name us some poten al can-
didates, who might be colleagues, coauthors, postdocs or
doctoral candidates of yours. New reviewers may volunteer
via the interface

https://zbmath.org/become-a-reviewer/,

but it is also sufficient to send the names and the affilia on
of the recommended persons to editor@zentralblatt-math.
org.

Many thanks for helping usmaintain a high-quality reviewer
pool for zbMATH!
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